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filAT INSULATING MATE:RIALS FvR ELECT
RICALLY HLATED APPARATUS. 11 

BY J. C. l"Joodson 2 

INTRODUCTION 

Heat and heat processes enter into practically 

every form of manufacture and the industry is indeed scarce 

that does not somewhere in its organization, utilize this 

form of energy to f'ashion or perfect its product. This has 

been true of' industry since its inception, yet only within 

the last two decades has there been any real effort to con

serve or reduce the heat lost in these processes. Even today, 

there is very limited data available on the subject of heat 

insulating material, except for certain specific temperatures 

and under conditions which do not necessarily hold for other 

conditions. 

While the attempt will be made in this paper to be 

as general as possible on this subject, attention 1s called 

to the f'act that most of the data and curves given refer to 

heat insulating material used in connection with electrically 

heated apparatus. It is vital and absolutely necessary to con

serve all the heat possible with such apparatus, which also 

requires careful attention to other characteristics of insrtlating 

material ordinarily considered unimportant. The rapid and 

1, Ori,giAal manuse,,ifJ~ "1!"'&eot,ree. Attgt15+; Q, 1998.,.. 

2 Electric H~ating Engineering Dept.,Westinghouse 
Elec. and ~fg. Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. 



'lrdll be coneidered only briefly, and !or convenience 'l.':e '.":ill 

divide our te!::1.:,1eratur-e r'.\~ges into the 5 ~i visiJl'!E sho,~ in 

Tahle 1. 

TABLE 1. 

n11 •. • R ~isicn __ a_n~g-·e __________ _ ___ A_,P~ l i q_a.~t_i_o __ n"'-----

Ref ri gera t ion, cooli~g, water 
heating,drying,nresses,air 
heating, varioue liquids. 

l O O to 200 ° F' • 
.... 18° t0 93 ° C. 

200° to 350° F. 
93° to 177° c. 

3 350° to 600° F. 
177° to 315° O .. 

4 600° to 1,000° F .. 
315° to 538° c. 

5 1,000° to 2,000° F. 
539° to 1,093° C. 

(2) 

Stea~ pipes, drying, color 
ena,nel, presses, baking. 

Japanni!lg, core ba.king, bread 
baking,presees,appl1anoes1 liquids. 

Temoering, a.nnea.11ng, solder, 
ba.bbi tt, tin melting .. 

Heat treating, dr~wing, forging, 
melting, enameling, 



T;) 0:) Yi2!' th es.a five I'anges, there are 11uxr.erous 
. 

c:,·:::':c.r~i[-1.l i_::c.d~;:; of ir..s·1..1lating material of various trade 

d:1:.Yi~~--::7~ f iY,;:,. P:re,ctically G,11 o!' these co'rirr.ercial grade.~ 

CiiASS DIVISIC~ 

l 

B 2,3,4 

0 4,5 

00:.CPOS I TIC!: 

Hair, t,·o:,l, f ial t, r·,:,oj p~lp, 
anim?.l 3.nd vegetable fiber, 
asbestos paper, cork. 

Asbestos, magnesia, sponge, 
earths, mineral wool. 

Diatomaceous earth, u.ineral 
wool, earths, silicates. ________ ,. ________________________ _ 

From this Table, it is evident that·there is n~ clear 

or definite dividing line between either th.e temperature di

visicn or the classes by coinposi tion, as there 1s a. certain a

mount of overlamning. Certain combina.tione of these funda

mental ingredients also produce distinct grades of insulation, 

entirely different from any of the comnonent parts. Also, 

(3) 
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useo in ~ne cl~ss as ir.s..tlatlng 

cla.~s a.s a u:eche.!li..;al binder or 

tl:e true insulation, such a.s asbeet:,s in 

Classes E an~ C and mineral wool in class c . 
TheTe s.re ::1.u~erous q'.lalities desired in heat in

S\;.l3.t·i1:1_::-- ::-:cterials anti differen+ a.p,:)lications req·.1.ire dif

ferent q~ai;_ ... ies, ·=ut in general a good heat insula.tir.g 

mat~~ial sbcul~ have the follo~i~g ch~racteristics. 

1. Lo~ heat conducti~ity. 

2. Lo~ specific heat. 

4. l~on-i:nfl~.:rm:able. 

5. Stro~g and ~urable ~echanically. 

Low conductivity to reduce radiation lossee; low 

specific heat to save as ~uch power in heating up period 

as possible and :'l'le,1:e a.ppa.ratus faster; low specific gra.vi ty 

to keep down unnecessary weight a.nd save heating up power 

as No .. a; non-inflammable as n-:ost insulations are subjected 

to periodic or locally high t€mperatures; No. 5, for 

length of life and reliability. 

(4) 



3. Electrical n~~-cJnduction. 

10. I~pervi=~s to actio~ of liq~ids, 
(~~ter, aoi~s, oil) Z 

Practically all coj~ercial insulatio~s have xost 

10 is ,,:.:,t :::ttained by- any_present day in~ulatic::s; tho-:..1gh 

several gr~des ~i±l stand Qrenching in water an~ after ~eing 

tho1°0u.2:hly 6.ried. prove to bd practically a.s good a.s ever. 

Hcv,·ever, v:r.ile still ,~:et, this insulation is al:r.o~t uselese.3 

An evacuated space is the best thermal insulator 

of conducted heat kn~~m, while gases under certain conditions 

a.re pr·:-bc,bly next. Air is a good insulator if it can be en

trapped in small enough spaces to prevent con.vection currents, 

a.nd to this fact and arrangeme~t most present day heat in

sulators owe their value as such. This minute honey-co:nbing 

of t~e structure places multitudes of confined daed air scaces 

in Perl es op:,o sing the heat flov-J, with only minute point co~

tact of the material fibers or crystals for airect conductio~. 

3 Weidlein, Chem. and Met. En~., 24,295,(1921) 

( 5) 



t~is charactsri~tic is important~ 

the c~rrent, R th~ resista~ce and Ethe 

Ta. - (1) 
R 

Where Wis natts flowing as heat, Td is texperature difference 

and R iE! t1i.e ther,re,.l resistance of tl:ia path of flow. This 

means that the rate of heat flew is tirectly proportional to 

the rer::;istance of the pa.th or rnateri~l composing the theri.mil 

circuit. 

From the above, it follows at 

R= Td w 
(3) 



Theref~re 

L L 1 
l~= l' = • 

"' A C 

R= tot~l rePistacce of circuit in ther~al oh~s 

L= lsngth of circait in inches 

A= ar~a of pa.t:t. ir1 sq. in. 

r= specific resistance of circuit in ther~al 
~h~s per iuo~ cube 

c= tharmal conductivity in watts par inch 
c~be ~er c 0 (r= 1/c) 

By subs ti t.uting in forrr.ula ifa. 1, we have 

A 
w -

A 

L 

Td 
• -- = - .c. Td (4) 

r L 

Where VJ is watts flowir..r- 1,er u!lit of ti:1:e. Tables 111, 

l V, and. V, give the values of r for n. number of 'iouildi11.g and 

insuJ.r,, t 1.· no- .,.,. t er 1· -1 s '- - ,:_-, d,c, · a, o 

The aoove sim•ile formulae are little reco?;'nized ~:1c' 

seldom used, due to the man~r ar1kward and a.rbi trary -..;_nits or-

di1:1.ar il y used by engineers, so thf".t \'Jhilo the r·1.le re;r:.eJns 

simple, the means of ap·_:1lying and using it are often complicated 

and involved, In this country, the usual unit used is the 

4 c. P. Randolph, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 21,545 (1912) 

( 7) 



British ther~1;,n.l w1.it, and the method of expressing heat 

flOi.v is given by the equation 

( 5 ) 

·,ihe1"'e ('2 is . the quunti ty of heat flowing through a 

path o.f area A in time 11 t 11 the len5th of the path is 11 th 11 

vri th a tempera tu.re diff el."ence of T1 .. T2 • K is the co

ef'f ici ent of thermal conductivity of the material of the 

ci1--cui t. 'I1hes e uni ts nre ordinarily expressed as follows: 

Q = B. t. u. transmitted 

A= SCle ft. 

t = hours 

th = inches 

K = B. t.u. per sq~ ft., per inch of 
thickness, per hr., per °F. tempera
ture difference. 

(8) 
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lsa wood 
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rk board 
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ir felt 
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o.ca 

12.J 

C.13.J. 
11.3 
17.0 

9 .. 4 
17.0 

11.e 
0~88 

13.0 
11~3 
18 .. 5 
10o2 

34.0 
38.0 

6.9 
55,.0 

34.,0 
3:d.O 
21 .. 0 

Q.241') 
C. 2-Sl 

C.48 
C.40 

0.40 

0.57 

(S) 

o.175 
o. 500 
0.350 
0.321 
0.821 
C.279 
0.3~1 
U .. ·303 
0.1345 
Ce43E 
0. 3(19 
0.272 

Q.293 
0~248 
1.124 
0 .. 2&0 
0.237 
Q.271 
Q.300 
0 .. 379 
o.304 

Q.316 
1.000 
0.458 
Q.2'?4 
0.246 
0.10a 
Q.041 
0 .. 953 
0. 7~2 
0.33?i 

15~C· .o 
546.0 
780.0 
8El.O 

1235.0 
979 .. ~ 
9Z.8.0 
410.0 

2030.0 
623.0 
630.0 

lOlZ.O 

933.0 
1110.0 

243.S 
~23.0 

1151.0 
1008.0 

910 .. 0 
721.0 
898.0 

298.0 
873.0 
59e.O 
996.0 

1110.0 
386.0 

6666.0 
285.0 
345 .. 0 
752.5 

77 
'?7 
?1 
77 
77 
77 
7? 
?? 

212 
212 

77 
93 

77 
17 
77 
?? 
77 
77 
77 
77 

150 

77 
77 
77 

300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
'.300 
300 

Auth,rt ty 

Van D:i.::en 
,,a~ Dusen 

Ve.n Dueen 
Va.n Dusen 
Va:n D·:.ls en 
Van Dusen 
Ve:.·-. D:.isen 
vc~1 D:l.s en 
Ra1:,:l:::i..p!l 
aandol~!'l 
1.i-9,n .Di..i.s eri 
GenEral Ins .s.na. 
~fJ.CO, 
Van Duaen 
Van D:isen. 
Van Du.sen 
Van D-.isen 
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Ar;r.strong Cork 
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Asbecta~ sJ~n~.e -~:te~ 
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OP.rey D:.:..:~,lex 
OeTP.Y 85-1 ,.·" · · ·· ·'" - - 1 •~~nt~i~ 
Carev 8~''o' .·,.1•4c:,,, .. ,J,a:,; ~ ,; '- I •"'a" ,. .--..,J...:. ' _. ...,.., 

C 85 "1 ~ arey ~ mag~eei~ 
Carey ~er·r.<-:tc::" 
Celi te poi:~•der 
Dia to :w c e:: ..:.s e,=t.r t!1 
and asbe:s~.-s 
:5% magnesia. 
ire felt roll 

~ire felt shedts 
-~llers earth 

Gypsum plaster 
Insule')(' 

• If.. Asbestocel i;f te~sbest·J s .. ~p:.. nte 
r. Qi:;;;/ 

.~. --~ hlag□ esl~ 13 
.M. 85% 1,1agnesic, 

~.M.fine c~rrugated 
asbestos 
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J.M~mouldad asbestos 
J 11' • t ,. ...... in. ,rt)bo;:-;t.::,; s 
K & ~ air-eel asoestos 
Lie,min,;i.ted cork 
~ineral wool 
~inera.l wool 
~:onparetl H.P. 
~cnpareil H.P.block 
plastic 85~ ~~gnesia 
~oPl')X 
Poplox 
R.oc::i{ cork 
se.llmo wool felt 

l ;~:. ~ 
{~l.C 

~(: f:,-, 70 

18.0 

13 t.; .84 

10.6 

20.7 
13.5 
4-~.o 
26.0 
32.0 
56.0 
20.0 

lf: .0 
42.0 

t:i 13 
16 .. 8 

15.6 

21.6 
12.5 

12.5 
26 .. 6 
2~ .. 56 
27.0 

. 1. 4~-
5. SC 

0.3:JO 

0.312 
0 .. 312 

0 .. 281 

0.312 

Q,.48 
0.,198 
0.198 
O .. DO 

(lo} 

c.soo 
o. 893 
0,548 
0.608 
~ ~~ I~~ v,. ~~· f 

1.093 
:.~l~ 
0 .. 8~~ 
1. 350 
0.30? 
0. Z. :~2 
0. 3:10 
0.6~3 
0.540 
o. 5:)J 
0.585 
0,.382 
0.3G9 

Q.437 
0.455 
0.534 
o. 583 
0.7()8 
2"25C 
0.916 
0,,.549 

C.468 
o.so7 
Q .. 444 

0.538 
0~666 
0.,778 
l.C97 
0.680 
0 .. 43~ 
0.275 
0.479 
0.470 
o. 543. 
0.58-7 
0.384 
0.4:63 
0,350 
o.510 

E43.0 77 
399,.0 Ct" 322 
497.C !QO 

tc ~ .. " .:.•: t.:> 
3,H~. C. 
249.C 
lC0.5 
322.C 
ZlS. 5 150 
~~?. 0 4,:,~:· 
8~-0,,.0 322 
5'13.C 370 
42'.3.0 370 
5QJ.·J 370 
546 .. C 3CO 
437 .o aoo 
401 .. 0 370 
aas.o 77 

549~0 0 t: ~!!;:) 
aoo. o o t,~ "50 
438,0 77 
468.0 77 
326.0 77 
131.4 ?7 
299~0 77 
4q7. 0 400 

583~0 
538.0 
515.0 

507.0 
40~.o 
351~0 
351.0 
402 .. 0 
631.0 
993.0 
57C.O 
581.0 
502.5 
4,c5.C 
718.0 
539.C 
720.Q 
536.0 

370 
370 
470 

470 
370 
370 
37C 
::10 
4-~0 
77 

9~2 
370 
370 
370 
573 
932 

77 
370 
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Van D:1se:.1 
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?Later iel 
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1. ""5 
0.41S 
0.320 
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153. 8 
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as~.c 
4~0.C 
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(lo) (continued ) 

0 
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200 F ~ D •. Farnu:n 

8..""!0 C:, • 
t::> 7!3 .. ) Ra!ld:,l;,h 
400 Fra.nklin N.f g. Co 
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43.O 
3~.o 
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125 .. 0 

27.0 

25.8 
116.O 
110.0 

~;8 .. 5 
3O.0 
31 .. 0 

12 t·::> 15 

118.O 

O .. lS 

0.118 
0.217 
Q.324 
o. 20 
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Q.195 
0 .. 29 
0 .. 225 
0.2089 
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4.03 

9.41 
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4.33 

71.9 
0.583 
C.84 

420.0 
15.0 
17.05 
1.10 

0.477 
10 .. 95 

2.70 
5.81 
o.s7 
Q,.745 

Q.300 

10.so 

:.!". 5 to 
6?.7 

29.0 
3.69 
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14-.0 
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27.C 
22.0 
24.7 
39.0 
83.0 
3.S 
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325.0 
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l :I ,, 

o. id 

1s .. o 
243 .. C, 

572.0 
24.9 

lOlpO 
47.0 

407.0 
356.0 

910.0 
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1832 
2072 
2072 

212 
2072 

77 
lOCC 

2072 
1300 

470 
~072 

1832 
470 

1600 

1832 

Rand~lph 
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Rq,nd.olph 
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!!c::illan 
Randolph 
Randolph 
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Many of tt.e rna+erials given in the Taoles 111, lV an~. V 
a.re not. beat insulating ma.teriA.l~ in the orc.inar~, se~~e of the 
term, but are given only fo1· purpo~es of corr:90.rison~ The 
~uthoritlP.~ eiven refer tc the value of_K. K is expresqed as 
gF t .. 1.:t .. per hoar, per square foot, per 1r_ch of thickness, per 

. d1.fference. 

(11) 



For flat surfaces of sufficient area so that the 

end or edge effect is relatively small, this formula can be 

used as given, though only approximately correct. McMillan 

gives this formula as 

ts - ta 
Q 1 - (6) 

a 

Vlhere 

Q B. t.u. per sq.ft. per hr. transmitted 

ts= temperature of hot surface, oF. 

ta= temperature of surrollll.ding air °F. 

x= thiclmess of insulation in inches 

a= surface transmission factor (1/a = surface 
resistance) 

k= conductivity of material 

This takes into account, not only the absolute mean 

conductivity of the insulation, but also the resistance that 

is offered by the surface of the material to the transmission 

of heat. This factor 1/a varies between wide limits, and 

has been determined far only a few materials, so that for 

ordinary calculations 0.5 1s taken as the value of 1/a for 

still air conditions and a good grade of insulating material 

at medium temperature. 

(12) 
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From formula No.5 it is evident that the factor 

is the determining variable, and expresses the 
th 

rate of temperature drop with distance through the material,· and 

1 ts limiting value or dT/dth is the "temperature gradient" 

of any point in the path of flov, assuming that K 1s a true 

constant for the full thiclmess of the materials. 

For cylindrical surfaces such as steam pipes, tanks, 

boilers, etc., it can be shown that the heat loss is equal to 

Where 

in inches. 

taken equal 

ft. per hr. 

Q = K (Tl - T2) 

R loge 1!2 
R1 

(7) 

.. -~ t ' ; 

R1 is inside radius of covering in inches . 
R2 is radius of outside of covering (or insulation) 

R is outside radius of pipe in inches (usually 

to R1 in above equation) 

Q is rate of heat flow per in. B.t.u. per sq. 

Tl is temperature of inside of pipe in °F. 

T2 is temperature of outside of insulation OF. 

(13) 



r.i'his is the formula eenera.lly used for all 

cylindrical surfaces and Table IV gives the value of·K· 

i'or a number• of diffezaent insulations commonly used foza 

such surfaces. T2 is ozadinarily to.lcen as the tempezaature 

on the outside surface of the covezaing oza even room tempezaa-

ture, •:;hereas it actually refers to the tempezaature of 

the outside of the insulation, which foza steam pipes would 

be under the canvas sheathing. 

In the above fozamulae, nwnbers 4 1 5, 7 1 etc, t\10 

assumptions are made which are not stzaictly cozazaect; 

first, that K is constant in value thI'oughout the thick

ness of the insulation, and second, that the value of K 

varies inversely v.rith the thiclmess. The value or K vazaies 

with the temperature as shown in Fig. 1, so that it pzae

sonts a curve between T1 and T2 • It is a matteza of connnon 

knowledge that the insulatiug value does not inczaease diza

ectly with the thickness, but so faza no general law has been 

worked out. stott5 attempted this and states that for 85 

peza cent. magnesia, the law is 

2 
Kl = thg 

{8) 
K2 2 th1 

5 Power, 1902 
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VJhere K1 and K2 are the coefficients of conduc

tivity and th1 and t~ are the thiclmess, while for every 

other material a different constant is required. These 

have not been accurately determined as yet. Fig. 2 shows 

this general relatio1 for 85 per cent magnesia on flat 

sUJ:>faces. Stott's law will not hold for flat surfaces as 

it takes into account the increased radiating surface on a 

pipe or cylinder. 

From the above, it will be seen that these two con

ditions tend to counteract each other, so that the result 

is a c i.1.rve that will vary for each temperature and each 

insulating material. Common practice is to follow the in

verse square root law for cylinders, and use a multiplier 

for flat surfaces, such as ovens, which·really depend more 

upon the mechanical construction of the oven than upon the 

characteristics of the insulation. This multipler for 

formula No. 5 varies from 1.2 to 2.5, depending on conditions. 

For many applications, such as medium temperature 

ovens and high temperature furnaces, it is customary to con

struct the walls of layers of different materials having 

different internal resistances. The heat loss from such a 

flat wall can be calculated by the following fer mula; using 

( 15) 



the notation and fol'l11 of formula No.5 we have 

At 

thn 
+ -

(9) 

where th is the thiclmess of the various layers and K 

the conductivity; or more accurately this is given by 

McMillan as 

Q - ts - ta (10) 

x· l X2 X3 1 - +-+ + ••• + -
K1 K2 K3 a 

using the same notations as formula No. 6. For cylindrical 

Slll'faces this becomes 

Q - ts - ta ------------------- (11) 

in which rs is radius of outside surface of insulaticn r 1 

is outside radius of cylinder and r 2 equals r1 plus thickness 

of first layer of insulation, r3 equals r2 plus thiclmess of 

second layer, etc. 

(16) 
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Application to Apparatus 

The materials in Class A Table II are used successfully 

only for quite low temperature work, and due to this fact the 

heat loss is generally low regardless of insulation used. 

For this reason, little attention is paid to the proper se

lection and too often a few layers of asbestos paper is used, 

as this is easy to obtain almost anywhere. It has been shov n 

that the heat loss from a bare bright tin pipe is less than 

from the same :pipe ca.rared with 7 layers of 0.025-inch (0.64 mm.) 

asbestos paper at approximately 180° F. (82°C.) in the pipe 

(Fig. 3)6. so it is obvious that it would be better economy to 

use some of the fibrous or spongy insulations given in 

Table III even though the first cost and cost of installation 

was higher than for the ·asbestos paper. 

Class B, Table II, is by far the most important class, 

as most connnercial and industrial applications fall within it. 

To meet this demand there are dozens of grades and brands of 

commercial insulations on the market. Table lV gives. only a 

few representative grades of this class. Much care should be 

exercised in the selection of an insulation in this class, as 

many are go(,d under certain conditions and poor under other con

ditions at the same temperatures. For instance some will stand. 

6 University of Ill. Bulletin No. 117 
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soaking in water and vn1en dried out are apparently as 

good as ever., Others disintegrate and fall to pieces 

unde1" the action of water or any other liquid. Some 

grades will stand up and hold their place and position 

under continual jarring and vibration, others settle down 

and leak out of their retaining walls and leave an air 

space. so other considerations besides thermal characteristics 

are important, depending upon the particular application. 7 

In the application of these insulations to electrical 

apparatus, the largest per cent will go on tanks, boilers, 

etc., and on ovens, drying cabinets, etc. These are shown 

in figures 4 and 5. On the former the insulation is usually 

applied exactly as pipe covering, with an outer surface 

of canvas, while with ovens the insulation is ordinarily con

fined between two thin sheet metal walls. In building such 

ovens, care should be exercised so to construct them that 

there is a minimum of continuous through metal from inside 

to outside of the wall; that all joints are tight and well 

packed; and that the outer surface of the oven is one that 

does not radiate the conducted heat readily. Cases are on 

record of similar ovens in which one was finished in black 

iron and one in bright galv:aniz_ed iron. At 5OO°F. (26O°C.) 

7 E.R. Weidlein, Chem. and Met.Eng. 24, 295, (1921) 
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the black oven showed a radiation loss 30 per cent greater 

than the galvanized oven. Other conditions may have con

tributed to this difference. but it is believed the differ-

ent character of surface was the main cause. In ovens of 

several hundred square feet radiating surface. this is a feature 

to be watched closely. 

As brrught out previously. it is essential that the 

specific heat or heat absorbing power of an insulation be 

taken into considerations as well as its conductivity. Fig. 

6 and 7 sha1 curves of identical ovens. one with a commercial 

grade of mineral wool• the other with a commercial grade of 

aircel asbestos insulation. It will be noted that the former 

not only has a lower constant loss, but comes up to tempera

t-u.re more rapidly, thus storing less power to be lost when 

the oven is shut down at night. 

some of the insulating materials in Table V can be, 

and often are, used for temperatures as low as 300° F.(149°c.) 

but their real field lies in furnace work, where temperatures 

of 1,000 to 3,000°F. (538 to l,650°C.) are encru.ntered. 

While these insulators will stand direct contact 

with the heating elements and temperatures of 2,000°F., it 

is better practice to line the inside of the f'urnace with 

a good grade of refractory fire_brick, and place the insul

ating brick outside of these. As these insulating brick are 

(19) 



not strong mechanically, a layer of building brick or 

red brick outside of them will protect them and insUl'e 

permanent insulating value. Fig. 9 shows one of the 

large electrical furnaces insulated in this manner. 

Due to the fact that the absolute mean conductivity 

of air is considerably lower than any present day commercial 

insulation, industrial plant engineers often try to increase 

the efficiency of furnaces and boiler settings by including 

air spaces in the walls. The results are invariably the opposite 

from tiose desired. This is due to the fact that even thin 

air spaces readily set up convection currents, and that the 

radiant heat leaps across the air space with little opposition, 

especially if the air space is close to the inside of the 

furnace. 

Tests by the u.s.Bureau of ~ines, proved that a wall 

of solid fire brick or building brick lost less heat than a 

similar wall with a 2-inch (51 mm.) air space enclosed in it.8 

Therefore, this practice is poor and should be abandoned en

tirely where medium and high temperatures are involved. 

Conclusions. 

While there are numerous grades of heat insulations 

on the market, there are none that can compare with electrical 

insulators. Of all the different grades, there are only a 

8 Bureau of Mines Bulletin No. 8 
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.few fWldarnentally different sorts, as some half dozen 

items will cover the raw materials successfully used. In 

all these materials the true insulation value lies almost 

entirely in the entrapped dead air s~aces of their structure. 

The di:f.ference between grades then really goes baclc to the 

physical structure o.f the crystals or cells. This fact leads 

many engineers astray in the use, in furnace and oven walls, 

o.f air spaces, which actually increase rather than decrease 

the heat loss. 

The application of poor insulation can have the 

same e.f.fect as the air spaces mentioned above, as shown by 

the University of Illinois in tests of asbestos paper on hot 

air pipes. see Fig. 2. 

V'vhile the conductivity of an insulation is of 

Pr+mary importance, other thermal characteristics must be 

considered, such as specific heat and specific weight. The 

application also has to be considered with regard to the 

physical properties of the material. 

The laws of heat flow are simple and follow closely 

those for electrical energy, but are little used or understood. 

This probably is due in part to the fact that there are few 

reliable data available on the subject, and of these the values 

given by different authors vary over wide limits. 

(21) 
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It is the writer's opinion that a great deal 

more research and development work should be done along 

the lines of heat insulation engineering, as we have about 

come to a stop and have accepted our present standards by 

sayir:i,g "there is bound to be a certain amount of heat lost, 

and this is as good as we can do." 

I believe that if there was a wider distribution 

of available data and a broader dissemination of the laws 

and character of heat flow and its prevention, it would 

help to conserve.the national coal supply and result in 

better insulation methods being developed. The progress of 

electrically heated apparatus is dependent to a large 

extent upon the efficiency of its insulation, and warrants 

the keenest attention of electrical, chemical and mechanical 

engineers, as well as of heating and ventilating engineers. 
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